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IC 500
In-cab camera for complete
critical event capture.
Capture critical events on video with
a virtual witness for improved driver
safety and visual proof against
false claims.

The IC 500 in-cab camera captures video of incidents such as hard stops, harsh
accelerations, rolls and high-impact events. It helps protect against false claims
and costly litigations, maintain company credibility, protect against liability,
decrease risky driver behavior, and increase the overall safety and security of fleet
operations. Integrated with ORBCOMM’s BT 500, the IC 500 delivers video evidence
of events that can be used in litigation as proof of what happened. Streamline the
accident reconstruction process, identify and correct high-risk driver behavior and
protect your business when incidents occur outside of your drivers’ control.
Critical Event Video
When a serious driving incident occurs, understanding the cause is crucial from a
liability perspective and for preventive coaching. The IC 500 automatically registers
critical events such as rolls and crashes. Video of the moments before, during and
after the incident is delivered to fleet managers in near real-time for analysis or to
be used as evidence.
Configurable Event Video
The IC 500 can also be configured to automatically record and send other event
video based on customer-defined thresholds. Video of these events—harsh
breaking, speeding, hard stops, lane drifting tailgating and more—can be useful for
training drivers and improving accountability.
Complete Picture
During critical and configured events, the IC 500 can also capture what occurs
inside the cab with a peripheral inward-facing camera that comes as an optional
feature. This secondary point of view helps provide a more complete picture of
the event by adding footage of driver behavior as further evidence of innocence. If
driver privacy is a concern, the IC 500 delivers all front-facing capabilities without
the secondary camera.
Instant Replay
Event-triggered footage is automatically stored and can be reviewed at any time.
The device also captures and stores the complete recording of all activity for up to
7 days to allow for comprehensive footage analysis when needed.
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Video evidence of
driver innocence
Near real-time visibility
into incidents
Seamless integration
with our truck
management solution
Quick and easy installation
Improved driver safety
and training
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BT 500 Integration
The IC 500 integrates with our BT 500 telematics device to
enhance the visibility, monitoring and management of your
fleet. Including video allows customers to analyze

footage in conjunction with other of data from the BT 500 to
create a complete picture of events and establish a deeper
understanding of fleet activity.

Camera
HD 720p, 120° viewing angle

Weight
.5 lbs

DVR
30fps, 720p

Mounting

Storage
32GB SD Card

Inward-Facing Camera
• External
• USB connection
• AHD
• 720p, dynamic frame rate,
100° viewing angle
• Night vision

Mounts to windshield

Power Supply
DC 12-24V
Dimensions
4.3 x 2.72 x 2.05 inches

CALL: 1.800.ORBCOMM

EMAIL: SALES@ORBCOMM.COM

VISIT: WWW.ORBCOMM.COM

ORBCOMM (Nasdaq: ORBC) is a global leader and innovator in the industrial Internet of Things, providing solutions that connect businesses to their
assets to deliver increased visibility and operational efficiency. The company offers a broad set of asset monitoring and control solutions, including
seamless satellite and cellular connectivity, unique hardware and powerful applications, all backed by end-to-end customer support, from installation
to deployment to customer care. ORBCOMM has a diverse customer base including premier OEMs, solutions customers and channel partners
spanning transportation, supply chain, warehousing and inventory, heavy equipment, maritime, natural resources, and government. For more
information, visit www.orbcomm.com.
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